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Many people will ask why the Joy of Satan uses the name Satan.

A question below is a typical question where an interested individual who has an open mind, is conflated because of lack of information and understanding, or very simply, just knowledge.

**[RedpilledSchizo] wrote:**

“Then why use a Jewish/Christian name for the deity? If I understand this forum and your beliefs correctly, you’re simply advocating for a return to pre-jewish or pre-judeo/christian religion aka paganism. Why not just call yourselves pagans instead of Satanists? Is it just an edgy thing to be more provocative and get more attention?”

In a hierarchical order, there are many reasons. Although I could be writing a hundred of these, these five ones should elaborate the main core reasons why Spiritual Satanism is of Satan.

**On top of the hierarchy order, this is reason one:** Because Satan/Satanas, was the word jews considered most important to vilify. Why? Because all of this relates to the core language of Indo-Aryans, Sanskrit, which refers to Satyan [the `y` is pronounced as Yan so it's literally Satan], meaning Eternal Truth, Truthful, Real, and so on.

Any word with the prefix Sat is related to Truth, true realization, reality etc.

At the same rate, the jews only reveal the importance of it. Yogis in the East who hold secret knowledge for thousands of years based on the true Sanatana Dharma or True Path of Meditation, like Yogi Bhajan, also revealed that SATANAMA is the most important mantra of Serpent [Kundalini Yoga], and the Kundalini is to raise the consciousness of a human being to Truth Realization.

Anagrams of the letters S-T-N-A, are always appearing in everything profoundly spiritual.

The age of Truth and Enlightenment in the primordial Aryan religion, was called "Satya Yuga", or the age of Satya.

What is bad about this name?

**Reason two:** Because if one wants to really go against the jews, their notions of affairs
and what things mean, need to be thrown in the pit of fire, in the light of proper knowledge and evidence.

The correct question is this: Why should we NOT use Satan? Because jews included this in their book? Are we to abolish the Greeks, the Egyptians, the Assyrians, and every other culture of Gentiles, simply because they were vilified in the jewish books?

**Reason three:** Satan, while knowledge has been desecrated in the centuries, still relates etymologically and culturally to the Serpent Worship religion, that all Gentiles had in the past. An example, even "Wodan", is related to Satan, through analysis.

The "W" glyph people are using to write "Wodan", was used in Ancient Greek [from where this came] to symbolize the Digamma letter, which was a hissed S sound, for example.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/04603g8a47o1s9y/Satan_is_Odin-Wodan-_HP_Cobra_666.pdf?dl=1

**This is reason four:** Because the jews are afraid of this term, attempted to curse it for thousands of years, and used this to vilify us collectively [based on the above] and therefore this reminds them based on their own language, that we are their enemies.

We are also their masters and the source of all spiritual knowledge. Them knowing this, constantly tried to defame, attack, revile and denigrate Satan in any way possible, same as all the Serpent and Satanic culture. And we are not going to allow this to succeed.

In hebrew, "Satan" means "Adversary" and enemy. And yes, we are adversaries by default to them.

Jews have stolen and attempted to discredit everything important from Pagan civilizations, and the center of their arch enemy, is no different. In fact, it's a very well researched plot by the "people of the book" to both destroy our core knowledge, while defaming the most integral parts of it.

**This is reason five:** Satan's modern association with the "dark" and all of this, acts as deterrent for many weak idiots and other servile humans, and therefore, is a good way to divide the gold from the dust when it comes to people following Satan.

It takes courage to approach Satan within the midst of all enemy disinformation, and this courage is a necessary warrior value as Spiritual Satanism is the original warrior's way approach to life, not a universalist, jewish goyim like approach to existence and life.

In conclusion:
Lastly, here is a documentary explaining the fact that people worldwide have been programmed, no different than with Hitler, to have negative responses and hate "Satan" out of the blue. This is really just pavlovian brainwashing done by jews in the minds of weak people, based on emotional reactions. If one "fears" Satan, that's THEIR problem, not the problem of information or not well-founded sources. We are the Truth and we know it. The emotions of people who cannot control their jewish pavlovian brainwashing, are of no importance to us in the light of superior knowledge and information.
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